PROPOSED SUBSTATION (212m x 302m) CONTRACTOR/LAYDOWN AREA

CONTRACTOR/LAYDOWN AREA OPTION 1

TO BE REMOVED

LEGEND:
- DRAFT PROPOSAL OF APPLICATION NOTICE BOUNDARY
- EXISTING OHL TOWER
- PROPOSED SUBSTATION
- PROPOSED LAYDOWN AREA/CDM COMPOUND
- INDICATIVE ACCESS ROAD
- 400kV OHL TEMPORARY BYPASS (ROUTE TBC)
- 400kV OHL
- 275kV OHL
- 132kV OHL

NOTES:
1. EXISTING OHL INFORMATION TAKEN FROM GIS DATA.
2. PROPOSED SUBSTATION IS STILL AT DEVELOPMENT STAGE AND LOCATION/ORIENTATION MAY CHANGE UPON FURTHER INVESTIGATION/DESIGN.
3. PROPOSED TOWERS SHOWN INDICATIVELY AND LOCATION/ORIENTATION MAY CHANGE UPON FURTHER INVESTIGATION/DESIGN.
4. SUBSTATION EXTENTS TAKEN FROM SSEN DRAWING NUMBER: LT96_KIND_1104_0035_00_00 - KINARDOCHY 275kV REACTIVE COMPENSATION SUBSTATION ELECTRICAL LAYOUT.

OS MAP NN75NE & NN75SE REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF ORDNANCE SURVEY ON BEHALF OF HMSO. CROWN COPYRIGHT AND DATABASE RIGHT 2016. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. ORDNANCE SURVEY LICENCE NUMBER EL273236.
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